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For Immediate Release
Announcing Rydin PermitExpress™ version 6.1.
Newest version of parking software aids users.
STREAMWOOD, Illinois – AUGUST 9, 2016 – Rydin, a parking management solutions provider, is
pleased to announce the release of Rydin PermitExpress version 6.1. This new version will offer
many features and enhancements to improve user experience.
Rydin PermitExpress™ is a parking software that allows organizations to centralize important parking
information and manage numerous parking functions (parking permit sales, citations, appeals, etc.)
online. This robust solution is cloud-based, so it is accessible anywhere there is an internet connection.
The updated version of Rydin PermitExpress™ includes both Shibboleth and Easy Connect. These are
two popular Single Sign-On (SSO) software used by many universities and colleges across the country.
The new SSO software will allow the user to log in using their username and password already affiliated
with the school; therefore, eliminating the need to create and remember yet another username and
password.
Director of Sales Mike Weiler, said, “This release is important because it has benefits for all the users of
Rydin PermitExpress. People all over the world are tired of managing multiple usernames and
passwords for websites. Thanks to Single Sign-On technology from Shibboleth and Easy Connect, this
is no longer an issue and allows their users to dedicate that mind space to more important information.”

About Rydin: For 60 years, Rydin has helped organizations across the country improve the efficiency
and security of their parking programs through parking permits, permit distribution services and parking
management software. Rydin takes great pride in their commitment to quality and customer satisfaction.
Rydin PermitExpress™ has experienced rapid adoption by colleges and universities and continues to
grow at a rapid pace since its release in 2010, with the community growing in size each year. For
additional information about Rydin’s products and services, please visit www.rydin.com.
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